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ASPECTS OF Alilill: IN EURIPIDES* 

by D.B. Lombard 
(University of South Africa) 

To say that Euripides was influenced by the thought of the sophists is a truism. 1 

An example of such influence is his view that the content of moral terms is not 
constant and absolute, but shifting and relative.z One such term is the complex 
word ai<iroc;, and explicit statements about its force attest to the poet's view that 
the concept is of an ambivalent and ambiguous nature. 3 The aim of the present 
article is to draw attention to a technique exploiting this view in a dramatic 
portrayal of various manifestations of the concept. The particular force of this 
technique is to stress a contrast between objective, externally motivated and 
subjective, inwardly centred notions of ai<iroc; and its cognates. A rough outline 
of the development of these notions will provide the framework for Euripides' 
usage. 4 

Ai<iroc; is an inhibitory emotion; aroused in the face of some awesome power, it 
restrains man from self-assertive action. In Homer the power is first and foremost 
the opinion of others, having so uncanny an effect that affronting public opinion 
amounts to impudence. 5 Accordingly, in its most significant meaning, ai<iroc; 
denotes 'respect'_ Other external situations impelling the Homeric hero to 
experience the emotion are the entreaties of suppliants and ~£vot, because they 
are protected by the gods,6 as well as the claims of parents and elders, because 
they command a superior status in society.7 In such contexts, too, ai<iroc; refers to 
'respect', or rather, to 'reverence'_ When the epic poet applies the word to the 
chaste behaviour conventionally expected of women, it denotes 'modesty'_ 8 The 
development of the concept from the time of Homer to the fifth century accords 
with a general trend in the history of Greek ethics. Moral terms continue to have 
their traditional references in the latter age, but they increasingly tend to describe 
the inwardly centred attitude of an individual, rather than to define his position in 
society/ or his relation to divine powers. 10 The development of ai<iroc; in this 
respect is firmly attested by a reflexive use of the concept in a fragment attributed 
to Democritus. 11 The author of the fragment, after developing the thought that 
ai<iroc; for oneself should take precedence over ai<iroc; for others, affirms: EffiU'tov 
JlUAtm:a ai8Eicr8at. The reflexive use of ai8Eicr8at shows that the agent 
experiencing the notion has also become the object of the force. 'Let one have 
shame especially for oneself is the correct rendition of the affirmation, since the 
fragment continues: Kai wutov VOJ.lOV tft 'JIDXft Ka8Ecrt<ivat, &crtE JlTJOEv 1totdv 
avE1tttf!8Etov. tz This use of ai<iroc; marks a decisive stage in the history of the 
concept in so far as it provides eVidence of an attempt to find restraint in an 
autonomous inner ethic, rather than in an external constraint of public opinion. 
Ai<iroc; has thereby come to refer to the curbing influence of conscience. 
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In the work of Euripides conventional meanings of aioro~ appear in numerous 
passages;13 evidence of the reflexive use of the notion, by contrast, is scant. It has 
been found in passages bearing witness to a widening of the scope of the emotion 
so as to embrace the reflexive force of both an introspective shame for a 
blameworthy attitude14 and a retrospective shame for reprehensible action. 15 An 
example of the anticipatory effect of an inwardly seated aioro~, required by the 
'Democritean' ethic to forestall wrongful action, appears to be lacking. However, 
it is possible to supplement scholarly conclusions regarding the reflexive use of 
ai8ro~ by studying a technique of juxtapostion and contrast. The poet's intention 
in employing this technique is to highlight the difference between traditional 
notions, motivated by external sanctions, and more advanced concepts, grounded 
in inner ethical attitudes. 

The first example selected to illustrate the technique is taken from the Iphigenia 
in Aulis. It is a stichomythia portraying the meeting between Clytaemestra and 
Achilles (vv. 819-854). 16 The context is as follows. Agamemnon, intending to 
sacrifice his daughter Iphigenia, has summoned her from Argos, pretending to 
his wife Clytaemestra that he wishes to give Iphigenia in marriage to Achilles. 
During the stichomythia Clytaemestra discovers that the wedding is a pure 
fabrication. This discovery is the object of the scene; an object achieved by 
Clytaemestra's sudden realization that Achilles is totally unaware of the supposed 
marriage. The stichomythia develops in two sections (respectively vv. 819-830 
and 831-854), each of which concludes with one of the actors feeling impelled by 
ai8ro~ to depart from the scene. In the first section Achilles is overcome by this 
emotion when Clytaemestra appears on the stage in order to introduce herself to 
her 'son-in-law'. When he sees Clytaemestra approaching him, Achilles exclaims: 

dJ rco1:vt' aioro~. •t'lv8~:: 1:iva A.cucrcrro rco1:E 
yuvaiKa, !lOP<I>iJv Eurcpcrcfi KEK1TJI.l£VTJV; 

(v. 821f.)17 

Clytaemestra solemnly reveals her identity, but Achilles, on the point of 
departure, concludes the first section with this motivation: 

aicrxpov M !lot yuvat~i cru11PaA.A.~::tv Myou~. 
(v. 830)18 

At the close of the second section it is Clytaemestra's turn to feel shame. Having 
learnt that Achilles had never intended to marry her daughter she says: 

&.A.A.' tj rc€rcovea 8~::tva; llVTJmEuro ya11ou~ 
ouK 6v1:a~, ffi~ d~amv· ai8oli11m 1a8E. 

(v. 847f.)19 

Achilles utters some wor-ds of comfort, but now Clytaemestra is determined to 
quit the scene: 

xatp'· ou yap opeot~ OllllUcrtV cr' E't' Eicrop&, 
wcuoi]~ y~::vollEVTJ Kai rcaeoucr' &.va~ta. 

(v. 851f.)20 

The two situations evoking ai8ro~ are strikingly accentuated by means of 
parallelism. 21 Two other examples of ai8ro~ appear in the second section (in vv. 
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833 and 839), but without emphasis; the examples quoted, by contrast, are 
emphasised in order to bring out their analogous nature. Yet they are also 
contrasted with each other. The aioroc; of Achilles is evoked by an external 
situation which is purely conventional; its basis is the prohibition against the 
appearance in public of women with strange men.22 The situation portrayed is 
particularly offensive to public taste, since Clytaemestra is attractive and talks 
openly to a stranger. Clytaemestn;t, however, feels no shame at what people will 
see and say; it is because she has 'become a liar' that she can no longer' face 
Achilles. 23 She feels the inhibiting force of an inner shame. Her reaction does not 
depend on intention inasmuch as, judged objectively, she has become the victim 
of an untruth. 24 Still, the formulation \jfeuoijc; yevoj.ltvT] reveals a subjective 
feeling of inner shame for having actually told a lie, thereby implying the 
acceptance of moral responsibility. Moreover, that the inner basis of Cly
taemestra's aioroc; is offset by Achilles' conventional 'shame', is not accidental. 
But what is needed to relate such retrospective shame more closely to the precept 
of autonomous responsibility is an example of aioroc; inspired by an intentional 
wrong. 

Such an example may be found at the start of the action of the Orestes where 
the poet employs the same technique of juxtaposition and contrast. The action of 
the drama starts after Orestes has committed matricide with the help of his sister 
Electra. 25 In the Prologue we meet Electra nursing her brother, who has been 
undergoing violent attacks by the Furies. Helen appears on the stage; she 
requests Electra to take libation offerings to the grave of her sister Clytaemestra. 
Electra refuses and persuades Helen to send her daughter Hermione instead. 
The reasons for Helen's reluctance to go to the grave, as well as for Electra's 
refusal to do so, constitute contrasted motivations for aioroc;. These are 
represented in the following stichomythia. 

HA.. croi o' ou:xi 8f!Jll'tOV npoc; <j>O.mv cr'tet:Xetv 'tci<j>ov; 
EA.. oe\:~m yap 'Apyeimm cr&Jl' aicr:xuvOJ.lal. 
HA.. O'JfE ye <j>pove\:c; ei:i, 'tO'te A.moilcr' aicr:xp&c; OOJ.louc;. 
EA.. 6p8&c; £/ce~ac;, ou <j>iA.roc; o' EJ.loi A.Eyetc;. 
HA.. aio~ OE oij 'tic; cr' tc; MUKT]Vaiouc; £:xet; 
EA.. o&ootKa na•&pac; 't&v tm' 'IA.icp veKp&v. 
HA.. oetvov yap· "Apyet •' uvaBoQ. 01a moJ.la. 
EA.. crU vuv :xciptv J.l.Ol •<'>v <l>oBov A.Ucracra Me; . 
llA.. OUK av ouvatJ.l.T]V J.l.T]'tpoc; tcrBAE'Jfal 't<i<j>ov. 

(vv. 97-105)26 

The passage betrays something of the delight the sophists took in defining and 
contrasting concepts.27 It also bears witness to the consummate skill with which 
the dramatist employs the technique set out above. The concept 'shame' is first 
introduced into the dramatic situation when Helen professes a distaste for 
appearing in public in Argos ( v. 98). 28 Her professed attitude imitates the female 
modesty demanded by the convention discussed with reference to the previous 
passage. This is attested by Electra's reproach in the third verse of the quotation. 
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O'I'E yE <j>povE1<; EO suggests that Helen's present compliance with the convention 
of remaining indoors is unexpected in view of her earlier conduct when she 
shamelessly left home for the sake of adulterous love. But Electra, unconvinced 
by her aunt's sudden display of virtue, asks Helen to define the nature of her 
aioroc; vis-a-vis the Mycenaean populace (v.lOl). Now Helen's restraint is 
unmasked as fear of an external threat, viz. of retaliation at the hands of the 
Argives (v.102) . In the final verse of the quotation, by contrast, we discover an 
inner aioroc; manifesting itself within Electra. Set in relief by the externally 
motivated aioroc; of Helen, which has been exposed as an externally motivated 
fear, it is an inner horror forbidding Electra to look upon the grave of the mother 
in whose murder she shared with her brother. 29 

IIi the final example illustrating the poet's technique, attention is drawn to a use 
of aioroc; which is not retrospective, but anticipatory. It occurs in the ayrov of the 
Alcestis, a debate on the question whether Admetus could expect his father 
Pheres to die in his stead. In this play the technique of juxtaposition and contrast 
is not employed in a stichomythia, but in two successive scenes. At the close of 
the first scene aioroc; is stressed as 'respect' for ~Evot, a respect which moved 
Admetus to entertain Heracles in his palace, despite the death of Alcestis, the 
king's wife who sacrificed her life for him. The Chorus reflect on Admetus' 
<j>tA.o~Evia as follows: 

to yap EuyEvec; 
EK<j>EpEtat 1tpoc; aio&. 

EV tote; ayaOotcrt OE mivt' EVf.O"tlV cro<j>iac;. liya)lat" 30 

· (v. 600ff.) 
Aioroc; here refers to the traditional 'awe' aroused by iKEtat and ~Evot, since they 
are protected by the gods. 31 But when a negative form of aioroc; is emphasized, its 
connotations are new. After the Chorus have extravagantly praised Admetus' 
noble conduct in the sphere of social conventions, their enthusiasm is subdued by 
severe criticism of the king's conduct when his existence is at stake. Pheres, 
having denied that he was under an obligation to die for Admetus, delivers the 
following attack on his son: 

~ Jll'jv 1toMv yE tov K<itro A.oyi~oJlm 
xpovov, too£ (fiv JllKpov, aA.A.' OJ.lroc; yA.uKu. 
cru youv avmo&c; OtEJl<ixou to Jll'j 9avf.iv, 
Kai ~ fjc; 1tUpEA.9rov tl']V 1tE1tproJlEVT]V tUXT]V, 
taUtT]V KataKt<ic;· 32 

(vv. 692-696a) 
The meaning of avmoroc; in v. 694 requires discussion, since it presupposes 

knowledge of the events preceding Alcestis' sacrifice. It modifies Otf.Jl<ixou, 
which reminds the audience forcibly of an earlier verse in the Prologue (v. 15) 
where Apollo related how Admetus, when he was given the opportunity to evade 
death, approached <j>iA.oc; after <j>iA.oc; 'sounding out' possible alternatives.33 The 
word contains a fundamental criticism,34 censuring Admetus' determined effort 
to avoid death as 'shameless', since he thereby denies others the pleasure which 
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he himself attaches to life. 35 This is attested by the final words of Pheres' speech: 
criya· VOJ..USE 8'' d cru 'tllV craU'tOU <J>tA.cic; 
\j!UXytV, <J>tA.dv linav-rac;· 

(vv. 703-704a)36 

Thus O.vat8&c; implies that the pleasure Admetus derived from life should have 
instilled in him ai8roc;, i.e. an 'inhibition' preventing him from expecting others to 
die in his stead. Here at last we have a negative form of ai8roc; censuring the 
absence of the inner restraint demanded by Democritus as the measure defining 
and limiting the action of man. As in the previous examples , the inner force of 
avat8&c; is enhanced by the technique of juxtaposition and contrast. The 
technique emphasizes the contrast between Admetus' pre-eminent observance 
of ai8roc; in the context of social conventions and his avai8cta on the existential 
level. 

The technique discussed above shows how Euripides employs a concept to 
focus attention sharply on different aspects of ai8roc;. By juxtaposing and 
contrasting two levels of the concept he expounds the view that the emotion is 
aroused not only by objective, external conventions, but also by a subjective, 
inner ethic. The distinction without doubt derives from the discussions of the 
sophists who asserted that terms describing ethical ideas exist only 'by convention' , 
and that their content is relative to the perception of the individual. Yet the view 
reflected by Euripides' technique transcends the sophistic assertion. The 
representation of the inwardly motivated shame is given emphasis by the 
technique; contrasted with traditional notions, it emerges as a more profound 
manifestation of ai8roc;, whether it be the retrospective shame of a guilty 
conscience, or the anticipatory shame of a clear conscience. Hence the purpose of 
the technique is clearly to expose traditional notions as superficial, and in this 
respect Euripides' view anticipates Democritus and Socrates, whose avowed 
object it was to find moral order in an inner ethic. 

NOTES 

• I wish to thank Prof. K. Gaiser of the University of Tiibingen and Mr. A. Tronson of the 
University of South Africa for valuable criticism and encouragement during the preparation of 
this article. 

1. See, for example, W.K.C. Guthrie , A History of Greek Philosophy, Vol. III , Cambridge 1969, 
43 , 48, 127ff. The influence was of course vastly overrated at the start of the present century, but 
even H. Lloyd-Jones , who stresses the traditional element of the poet's thought, concedes that 
'Euripides sometimes echoes the very tone of the sophists in a way Sophocles is careful to avoid' : 
The Justice of Zeus, Berkeley 1971 , 145. 

2. Fr. 19 and Ph. v. 499ff. The Euripidean ayiiivsc;, presenting two opposed views of the same 
subject, also fit the relativistic thought of the sophists. 

3. It is ambivalent in Hipp . vv. 385-387 and ambiguous in fr . 365 = Erechtheus , fr. 56 in Nova 
Fragmenta Euripidea in Papyris Reperta ed. C. Austin , Berlin 1968. For the ambivalent nature of 
a!&ilc; in the Hippolytus passage see C. Segal, 'Shame and purity in Euripides' Hippolytus', 
Hermes 98 (1970) 278-299 with earlier literature quoted at ibid., 278 n. I, and F. Solmsen, 'Bad 
shame and related problems in Phaedra's speech (Eur. Hipp. 380-388)', Hermes 101 (1973) 420-
425 . This force of a!liroc; is traditional: W.S. Barrett, Euripides Hippolytus , Oxford 1964, ad foe. 
and Solmsen, op. cit., 422 n. 8. 
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4. The history of ai&ix; is set out by C.E.F. von Erffa, Aidos und verwandte Begriffe in ihrer 
Entwicklung von Homer bi.s Demokrit, Philologus, Supplementbd. 30,2, Leipzig 1937. His 
conclusions on Homer should be read with the articles of W.J. Verdenius, 'AIM"ll: bei Homer' 
Mnemosyne 3,12 (1945) 47-60 and M. Scott, 'Aidos and Nemesis in the works of Homer, and 
their relevance to social or co-operative values' , A Class 23 (1980) 13-35. The present resume 
offers only a convenient summary which is by no means exhaustive; for the wide range of meaning 
of the notion the reader is referred to the work of von Erffa. 

5. Von Erffa, op. cit., 9f. , Verdenius, op. cit., 51 , 53-56, 59f. , Scott, op. cit., 13ff. 
6. Von Erffa, op. cit. , 12-14, Verdenius , op. cit., 5lf., Scott, op. cit., 19ff. 
7. Von Erffa, op. cit., lOf., Verdenius, op. cit., 58. 
8. Von Erffa, op. cit. , 17f. , Scott, op. cit., 24f. 
9. In Euripides, El. v.382, for example, /iptm:o~ commends the chastity of Electra's peasant 

husband, rather than noble descent, wealth, or other competitive qualities: A.H.W . Adkins , 
Merit and Responsibility, Oxford 1960, 176f. 

10. A parallel development may be observed in the emergence of auvEtOTJOl~. In Euripides , Or. 
(vv. 396, 408, 4llf.) the rational conception of a guilty conscience and the mythical view of 
persecution by the Furies hover in unresolved juxtaposition. On the development of auvEiol]crt~ 
see 0. See!, 'Zur Vorgeschichte des Gewissen-Begriffes im altgriechischen Denken' in Fest
schrift Franz Dornseiff, Leipzig 1953,291-319 with earlier literature quoted by this scholar. See! 
proves that the notion had already existed before the classical period, but makes the valid 
observation that its significance was stressed only as a result of the fifth century tendency to 
rationalize, secularize and explicitly name inner forces . 

11. 68 B 264 (H. Diets and W. Kranz, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, 2. Bd., DubliniZiirich" 
1966, 199). It is discussed by von Erffa, op. cit., 197f. and more recently, by Segal, op. cit., 285. 

12. 'And let this norm guard over the soul, that one might do nothing which is unfit'. 
13. See, for example, the following passages where ai&ix; and its cognates are used in traditional 

meanings: as 'respect' for suppliants or f;evot (Ale. vv. 823, 857; Hec. vv. 286, 806; Herac/. v. 101; 
Hipp . v. 335; Med. v. 326; I.A . v. 1246), as 'respect' for parents and elders (Ale. v. 658ff.; Andr. 
v. 917f. ; Ba. v. 263ff.) , as 'modesty' with reference to women (Herac/. v. 43f. ; I.A . v. 994; Ph. 
v. 1276). See also the use of O.vaioEta as 'lack of shame' for a bad reputation: Ale. v. 725ff. 
Other conventional meanings of ai&ix; and related terms in Euripides have been collected by 
von Erffa, op. cit., 131-142. 

14. See Herac/. v. 813f. where lack of shame towards others is distinguished from an absence of an 
inwardly motivated shame: 0 o' oiitE toil~ KA.Iiovta~ aioEcrBEi~ Myrov I oiit ' auto~ lltYtOU OEtA.iav 
m:patl]yo~ rov. 'But he, though the commander, ashamed neither of those who heard the 
challenges, nor of his own cowardice' . (Reference is to Eurystheus' unwillingness to meet Hyllus 
in a duel, after being challenged to do so; Myrov refers to Hyllus' challenge. The passage is 
discussed by von Erffa, op. cit., 142). The inner force of ai&ix; is similarly distinguished from an 
outwardly directed concern in Hipp . v. 772f.: oa(J.lova cmJyvov Katm- I oecrBEicra tuv t' Eiioof;ov 
O.v9- I atpou).liva <!>1\J.lllV. 'Overcome by shame at her hateful lot', viz. her incestuous love, 'and 
choosing instead the fame of good repute' . For the significance of the distinction see Segal , 
op. cit. , 287f. 

15. Von Erffa (op. cit. , 157)citesHFv. 1199ff., Or. v. 459ff. (seefootnote29below) andHipp. v. 244 
to which Barrett (ad Hipp. v. 244) adds I. T.v. 713 as examples of such retrospective shame. 

16. It is discussed by E . R. Schwinge, Die Verwendung der Stichomythie in den Dramen des Euripides, 
Heidelberg 1968, 190f. 

17. 'Oh august shamefacedness, what woman do I see here, lovely in appearance?' 
18. 'But it is shameful for me to converse with women (in public)' . 
19. 'What! Have I been the victim of a terrible trick! I am celebrating a marriage which does not exist, 

as it seems. I am abashed for this! ' 
20. 'Farewell! I can no longer with straight eyes look at you; because I have become a liar and have 

suffered outrage!' 
21. For the significance of such parallel scenes see 0. Taplin, Greek Tragedy in Action, Cambridge 

1978, 122-139. 
22. This is attested by v. 830 which states the motive for Achilles' ai&ix;. For the prohibition see 

Euripides , Herac/. v. 43f. , Andr. v. 876ff. , El. v. 341ff. and v. 1074f. , Menander, Dysc. 
v. 204f. Cf. Homer, I; v. 273ff. 

23. ai&ili; is manifest in the eyes (Euripides, fr. 457=fr. 75 in Austin's edition where parallels are 
cited), often restraining them from meeting the glances of another: Euripides, Hec. v. 970bff. 
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(where the phrasing is remarkably similar to /ph . Auf. v. 851), HFv . 1198ff., /ph. Au/. v. 994. In 
accordance with the thought avaioeta is evidenced when one looks shamelessly into the eyes of a 
person whom one has wronged: Med. v. 470ff. and cf. Aristophanes, Ra. v. 1474. 

24. Lack of intention forms the basis of Adkins' denial that ai&ix; and related concepts refer to moral 
responsibility. Discussing various situations which may cause one to feel ashamed, he concludes 
that the concept is used in contexts where intentions are irrelevant: op. cit. , 167. 

25. For Electra's participation in the matricide see Or. v. 32. 
26. El. 'But are you not permitted to approach the grave of kin?' 

Hel. 'I am ashamed to show myself to the Argives.' 
El. 'Of late indeed have you become right-minded; at that time you shamefully left home.' 
Hel. 'You speak truthfully, but in no friendly way to me'. 
El. 'But what could this shame be which you have for the Mycenaeans?' 
Hel. 'I fear the fathers of those who have died at Troy.' 
El. 'You have just cause to fear. You are decried by the tongues of Argos'. 
He I. 'Then grant me this favour and free me from fear'. 
El. 'I should not be able to look upon my mother's grave'. 

27. See, for example, Prodicus' discourse in Plato, Prt. 337 a-c. 
28. The use of the verb aicrxuvecrElat in verse 98 and the noun ai&il~ in verse 101 shows that the two 

words and their cognates are interchangeable. They have become synonyms also elsewhere: in 
Euripides (von Erffa, op. cit., 153ff. and Barrett ad Hipp . v. 244), in Sophocles (von Erffa, 
op. cit., 120), in Thucydides (Solmsen, op. cit., 423) and in Democritus (compare the use of 
aicrxuvecrElat in Diels/Kranz, 68 B 244 with that of aioeicrElm in ibid., 68 B 264). 

29. The word ai&ix; does not appear in the verse, but the emotion clearly underlies Electra's conduct. 
As was evident from the passage in the lphigenia in Au/is, cdocix; restrains the eyes of a person who 
avoids the glance of another. The thought is a commonplace (see footnote 23 above), but we need 
look no further than the text of the Orestes itself for an exact parallel to Electra's reaction. 
Orestes, espying Clytaemestra's father approaching, says: 

anroADJ.llJV, MeveM:U:. Tuvoape~ ooe 
O"tEiXEt np~ TJJ.l~, oo J.lUAta-t' ai&ix; J.l' EXEt 
E~ OJ.lJ.lU't' e/...9eiv wiow E~Etpyacrj!tvot~. 

(vv. 459-461) 
'I am undone Menelaus! Tyndareus is here approaching us; his glances most of all I am 
ashamed to meet because of the deed committed'. 

'tOicrtv E~EtpyacrJ.lEVOt~, referring to the matricide, is the basis of Orestes' ai&ix;, which is an inner 
feeling of guilt preventing his eyes from meeting the reproachful glances of Tyndareus, as it 
prevented Electra from facing the accusing sight of her mother's grave. Schwinge, unaware of the 
technique of juxtaposition and contrast, maintains that Electra refuses to take the offerings to her 
mother's grave since she persists in hating Clytaemestra even after the matricide: op. cit., 67. 

30. 'For nobility leaves the normal course as far as respect is concerned. But among nobles every kind 
of wisdom prevails. I am struck with wonder'. 

31. v. 604f., following the Chorus' reflections, establishes this: 7tp0~ o' EJ.lQ.IjiUXil- 96.pcro~ I] mat I 
9eocre~fi <j>llrta KEOVa npu~ElV ('and in my heart there is confidence that a god-revering man will 
prosper') . For this traditional 'awe' see footnotes 6 and 13. 

32. 'Surely, the time we spend in the Underworld I count as long, and life though short, I nevertheless 
(deem) sweet. For (this may be inferred from the fact that) you shamelessly persisted in fighting 
death, and you live past (having passed) your appointed fate by killing her!' 

33. The imperfect, compounded with litO., is both distributive and iterative. 
34. It can hardly imply that Admetus, in accepting her sacrifice, treated Alcestis, 'with lack of 

respect': L. Bergson, Die Relativitiit der Werte im Friihwerk des Euripides, Stockholm 1971, 55 
and cf. von Erffa, op. cit., 133. The reference to Admetus' assent to his wife's decision to die, 
rhetorically exaggerated as 'murder' (see 'tCLU'tl]V KU'tUK'tu~), modifies a new syntactical unit (Kai 
/;fl~) . This unit represents the culmination of Admetus' avaiOElCL (Kai marks a climax), not its 
content. . 

35. youv explains that Admetus' 'shameless' example offers the proof of the commonplace 'life 
though short, is sweet' (J.D. Denniston, The Greek Particles, Oxford 1945' : youv I,ii, 451ff.). 
avatli<ii~, censuring as 'shameless' the contradiction between Admetus' personal behaviour and 
his expectation from others, forms the basis of Pheres' entire argument, for Admetus' 
inconsistency is now effectively exploited by his father in self-defence. Pheres refutes his son's 
charge that he is faint-hearted by proving that Admetus himself has turned out to be a coward: see 
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both the contradiction between dt' tJ,.Li]v aiJiuxiav /Ai.yEt~ and & KUKtcrS', and that between Klh' 
6vEtoil;p~ qn/..oi:~ and auto~ &v KaK6~; (vv. 696b-702). Another compound of a!~ appears 
earlier in the debate (ai061j>prov in v. 659) , but not being emphatic, it does not function as a 
contrast with Admetus' ai&O~ to ~€vm . 

36. 'Be quiet! Consider, if you love your own life, everybody loves (his life) .' 
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